HUBEI – POLAND B2B MEETINGS, October 29, 2013, WARSAW
1.DongFeng Motor Corporation
Founded in 1969, DongFeng Motor Corporation (formerly known as the Second Automobile
Works) (DFM) is one of the top three automakers in China and its main businesses covers
passenger vehicles, commercial vehicles, auto parts & components, auto equipment and all
auto-related businesses, with production bases mainly in Shiyan,Xiangyang, Wuhan and
Guangzhou. As of the end of 2012, DFM has a total asset of RMB 138.2 billion Yuan, and 150,000
employees.
DFM production and sales has always maintained one of the top 3 in Chinese automotive industry.
In 2012, DFM ranked No.142 of Fortune 500 Companies, ranked No.16 of Top 500 Chinese
Enterprises and No.3 of Top 500 Chinese Manufacturers. DFM has also maintained leading
rankings in all main vehicle segment markets in sales.
2. Tri-Ring Group Corporation
Tri-Ring Group Corporation is a large provincial state-owned manufacturing enterprise supervised
and administrated under the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of
Hubei Provincial People’s Government (SASAC Hubei) which performs investors’ duties on behalf
of the government, mainly engaged in producing and manufacturing of special purpose vehicle,
military vehicle, automobile components, CNC metalforming equipment, trading and marketing
of brand car, material and equipment. Tri-Ring Group Corporation is the leading enterprise of the
machinery and automobile industry of Hubei Province, and its fully owned subsidiaries and
holding companies are located in Wuhan, Xiangyang, Huangshi, Shiyan, Huanggang, Xianning,
Suizhou and other cities. The corporation has been continuously listed among the “Top 500
Enterprises of China’s Manufacturing Industry” for many years, and awarded the titles of the
“National Automobile Parts Export Base Enterprise” and the “National Creditable Enterprise”.
3. Hubei Industrial Construction Group
HICC has gone through 60 years since its establishment. In these 60 years, HICC took full part in
the construction of China’s top 10 buildings, moreover, it also left deep imprints in several fields
including China‘s national defense, science & industry domain, especially the full participation in
the construction of the overall plant and matching facilities of Dongfeng Motor Corporation .
Having experienced the baptism & test brought by market economy, HICC has expanded into a
well developed state-owned enterprise group integrating design, procurement, construction,
supervision，manufacture，consultancy, etc. Meanwhile HICC has been awarded the international
authentication about ISO 9001:2008 for quality control system, ISO 14001:2004 for environment
control system & OHSAS 18001:1999 for occupation-health-safety control system. At the moment,
HICC has contract a great number of constructions concerning industrial and civil infrastructure
projects in Iraq, Saudi Arabic, Turkey, Algeria, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Pakistan, Thailand, and so
on.
HICC takes Scientific Development Concept as the leading thoughts，focusing on the innovation to
the principal construction works，establishing the core competitiveness through professional
strength, and cultivating the market growth point through the diversified visions. Especially，HICC
has advanced construction technology, proved EPC experience & successful performances on the
following fields：
Energy & electricity, including fire power plant, garbage power plant, solar system;
Municipal roads & bridges, including underground pipe network, kinds of roads, railways, bridges;
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Industrial factories, including completed cement production line, large concrete batching plant,
steel structure, petrochemical facilities；
Environmental protection & energy efficiency, including waste water treatment system.
Public & civil buildings, including high rise buildings, mansion, Commercial Presence，mass
residential area and mating infrastructure；
Mechanical electronics，including mechanical and electric equipment installation；.
Ground base treatment.
4. Hubei new leather (Group) Co., Ltd.
Hubei new leather (Group) Co., Ltd. was founded in 2007,YouBaocheng (Suizhou) Leather Co. Ltd.,
Suizhou Huarong
Garments Co., Ltd., Jin Cheng (Suizhou) Leather Co. Ltd., Suizhou strong
Thai Footwear Company Limited, Suizhou Xinfeng development limited agriculture and animal
husbandry in six subsidiaries. Company existing staff 1556 people, has seven gloves production
base and Hongkong, Shenzhen, Wuhan three offices. Company's existing production equipment
more than one thousand Taiwan (sets), with the leather industry's most advanced automatic red
iron wood drum, wringing machine and imported from Italy's world class open skin machine,
SLT2000 computer glove knitting machine, Gao Suping sewing machine, hydraulic swing arm type
cutting machine, the total value of 30000000 yuan. Main leather tanning, labor protection, labor
insurance gloves knitting leather gloves manufacturing and exporting manufacturing, sales.
Products are exported to Asia, Europe, North America, South America more than 20 countries
and regions. Company annual export more than $50000000, annual revenue 20000000 yuan.
Repeatedly won the Hubei foreign trade business, the export of advanced units, the top ten
private enterprises, tax honesty ten excellent enterprises in Suizhou City, outstanding
contribution to enterprise award, to make a certain contribution for the rapid development of
export-oriented economy in Suizhou.
New group in order to strengthen the leather industry, large-scale management, give full play to
advantage of leather industry group company, promote the leather industry to speed up the
development of. Now the new frame into three plate group main line has been formed, again
across the passion ready, new development never stop group. Zhi Cungaoyuan, Yin Feng, but not
across the world without end. In 2012 the company in Suizhou Economic Development Zone, the
new industrial park there is river of group of leather industrial park, 300 acres of land, a total
investment of 264000000 yuan. Built more than 5 square production workshop and ten thousand
square meters of a sewage treatment plant. Mainly the production of leather, gloves, shoes, bags,
car modification, car interiors and seat fabric, industrial gelatin production. New leather
Industrial Park Comprehensive completed and put into production, will realize annual output
value of 1000000000 yuan, the annual export $100000000, annual profit and tax 50000000 yuan,
solve the employment of 5000 people, to create the first brand of Hubei leather industry.
5. Huangshi Dongbei Mech-Electrical Group Co., Ltd
The company is a large-scaled professional coporation in researching, developing, producing and
selling refrigeration compressors. It was established in 1966. In 1994, it was reunited to be a
group company And now the group is consisted of 7 share controlling companies, there are 6000
staffs including 600 technicians. The headquarter was located in the scenic spot of the
well-known Dongfangshan hill and it invested two new factories in Wuhu city of Anhui province
and in Daye of Huangshi city.
The main product of the group is refrigeration compressor; simultaneously, it also researches and
produces refrigeration equipments such as juice dispenser, ice maker, ice cream machine as well
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castings, solar energy products and fiber communication component.
As an excellent enterprise in Chinese light industry, one of the top 85 skeleton enterprises in
hubei province, one of the top 50 manufacturers in China, one of the high-tech enterprise in
huangshi and one of the top ten taxpayer, Dongbei group has been awarded many praises, such
as national precursor in light industry, former of spot management in Hubei province, first-rank
civilized unit in Hubei province。Dongbei group is the only enterprise that was awarded in the GEF
project for energy-saving compressors, it was awarded the China Top Brand and two Top Brand of
Hubei province. Since 2005, the capacity of manufacturing and sales of compressor is the top one
in domestic market in this line, and DONGBEI brand was award as the most competitive brand in
the market by State Department of Business.
7. Hubei Tobacco Industry Company
Established in August 2003. It belongs to the State Tobacco Monopoly Administration (China
National Tobacco Corporation). After the formation of the company, it’s responsible for the
unified management of Hubei cigarette industrial enterprises and diversified productive and
operative enterprises. It has branch tobacco factories in Wuhan, Xiangyang, the Three Gorges,
Hongan, Guangshui, Enshi and so on. Besides, the Hongjinlong Group, a diversified investment
enterprise, is also a part of it. In November 2007, it was officially renamed as Hubei Tobacco
Industry Company Limited (hereinafter referred to as: Hubei tobacco). Its scope of business
covers the production and sales of the tobacco products, tobacco materials, the imports of
tobacco machines and the exports of cigarettes and the other productive operations, diversified
operations and asset operations which are relevant to the production and sales of the tobacco
products. Its main cigarette brands include "Yellow Crane Tower" and "Hong Jinlong". And the
"Yellow Crane Tower" was recognized as the "Famous Trademark" in 2006 and it’s one of the
high-end cigarette brands with the best growth of the industry.
8. Wuhan Dangdai Science and Technology Industries (Group) Co., Ltd.
Established in July 1988, Wuhan Dangdai Science and Technology Industries(Group)Co.,Ltd. is a
private high-tech company (hereinafter referred to as “Dangdai Group”) located in New
Technology Development Zone of state-level Wuhan Eastlake Development Zone.
In twenty-five years, Dangdai Group has gradually formed and carried out high-tech industrialized,
collectivized and internationalized development strategies and has grown to be a corporate group
engaged in industrial investment, asset entrusted management and corporate acquisition and
industry incubation in the industries of bio-pharmaceutical, real estate and tourism, agriculture &
textiles, resource development, financial services, high-precision instrument manufacturing and
higher education.
Dangdai Group is the largest private group company in Hubei Province and has great influence in
China. It holds a controlling interest and participates in equity of 4 listed companies, and has
seven financial institutions and nearly a hundred of subordinate companies with their business
range covering Hubei, Anhui, Guangdong, Jiangsu, Xinjiang and other 22 provinces and
autonomous regions. Its total asset reaches thirty billion yuan, annual sales income 20 billion
yuan, profit and tax 2 billion yuan.
9. Wuhan Sante Cableway Group Co., Ltd.
Wuhan Sante Cableway Group Co., Ltd. was established in 1989. After 20 years of professional
development, has become China cableway industry excellent brand, the company's investment
operations cableway number reached 11, ranked first in the country. Company in August 2007 init
public offering and trading on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange, and is currently located in the
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tourist resources integrated developer, owner nationwide tourist attractions, sightseeing
cableway, resort hotels, tourism Industry development and operationed impressive results.
Sante Group is full transition to lead the trend of specialization Chinese leisure tourism industry
groups, companies focus on ecological agriculture and the development of green food industry,
to promote and create a healthy, happy life of leisure. Recent plans to Hungary, Poland and
France visit to discuss the introduction of foreign advanced winemaking techniques. And learn
various national excellent leisure and tourism culture and philosophy, to promote sante group
leisure travel industry. Sante Group would like to advocate unlimited close to nature, return to
pastoral Chinese concept of leisure into the international market, in order to attract more
international friends come to China to know Sante Group.
10. Hubei Xingfa Chemicals Group Co., Ltd (Hubei Xingfa)
It is located in Xingshan County, Yichang City, Hubei Province, which is the hometown of Miss
Wang Zhaojun - the concubine of Han Dynasty. Hubei Xingfa is a public company which mainly
engages in the development, production and selling of phosphates products and fine chemical
products. Owning 70 subsidiary companies and 19.2 billion yuan total assets, Hubei Xingfa was
listed in Shanghai Stock Exchange in 1999, with 365.48 million shares. Stock code is 600141.
Hubei Xingfa as the largest phosphates production base in central China, has technical grade,
food grade, toothpaste grade, and feed grade products : Sodium Tripolyphosphate 280,000mt/a,
Yellow Phosphorus 75,000mt/a, Sodium Hexametaphosphate 66,000mt/a, Dimethyl Sulfoxide
20,000mt/a, Sodium Hypophosphite 11,000mt/a, Phosphorus Pentasulphide 6,000mt/a , Sodium
Acid Pyrophosphate 10,000mt/a.
Our main products are exported to over 30 countries and districts in Europe, America and Africa.
Also we are the partner of world major players, like Top 500 companies: P&G, Unilever, Henkel
etc.
Hubei Xingfa, continuously carrying out the recombination and integration of phosphate chemical
resources and enterprises, has finished the integration of phosphate rock and hydropower
resources in Xingshan county. Since 2001, Hubei Xingfa has acquired the phosphate rock and
further processing enterprises in Shennongjia and Baokang county, and founded production base
in Dianjiang county Chongqing city, and in Anning, Yunnan province. The combination of rock,
power and phosphates made Hubei Xingfa more and more competitive in phosphate industry.
We are approved ISO9001, ISO14001, DHSMS18001, OU and HACCP by relevant authorities.
Hubei Xingfa brand was honored as “China famous brand”, “Xingfa Brand” Sodium
Tripolyphosphate was honored as China famous brand product.
11. Hubei Quanli Machinery
Located in native place of ancient Emperor of Yan, the place where the ancient Chime Bells were
unearthed, the capital of special-purpose vehicles in China and the famous historic and cultural
city—Suizhou. 80 years since its first establishment, Quanli is a comprehensive group, integrating
R&D, machining, casting, trade of materials, logistics and investment; it is a professional
machinery manufacturer with the annual capacity of 5000000 sets of chassis parts for passenger
cars, commercial and engineering vehicles. It has 8 subsidiaries that involves in automotive parts.
Nonferrous metal part, tooling. and logistics. It was awarded was China Famous Trademark and
Excellent Manufacture of China Machinery Industry.
During its 80-year course of development full of hardships and challenges and pioneering
experience, It adheres to the road of developing both domestic and foreign market,
conglomeration, diversification, and commit to build itself as a world-class auto parts
manufacturer. Now Quanli is a big group with total assets of 1.2 billion RMB, 4000 employees and
floor space of 66.7 hectares. Quanli has four German HWS casting lines, four Japanese casting
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lines, four 148- casting lines and other 10 casting lines, 20 flexible CNC finish machining lines,
75-80J spectrometer from Italy, 1203DF CMM, fatigue test machines, ultrasonic flaw inspectors,
balancing machines and all kind of other professional test machines. Quanli is certified with
ISO9000、QS9000、TS16949. Quanli’s main products are hubs, brake drums, brake discs, brake
spiders, brake shoes, axle box housing, reducer housing for middle and rear axle, balance shells,
wheel redactor, bearing bases and all kind of assembly., which are supplied to OE customer such
as Sinotruk, Dongfeng Automotive, Shaanxi Hande Axle, SAIC-IVECO Hongyan, Foton, JAC, JMC,
Xuzhou Construction Machinery Group and etc. Besides domestic market, Quanli also has big
oversea market share in more than 20 countries, such as the United States, Canada, Great
Britain,Germany, France, Italy, Australia, South Africa and India etc.
12. Hubei Mailyard Group
Hubei Mailyard Group Co., Ltd. is the most powerful textile and garment listed company, the
largest clothing and fashion garment exporting base in China.Hubei Mailyard Group Co.,is enlisted
the “Major Brand Names in Exports to be fostered and Developed Export Brand” by Ministry of
Commerce, and is the leading enterprises to build “Edong Clothing Corrior” in Hubei Province.
Mailyard insist on “ quality is the basement of the enterprice, technology streghthen the
enterprice, brand can flourish the enterprice” philosophy.Quality, is already integrated into the
Mailyard’sblood ! Mailyard Group has owned technology and fashion desing reserch center
authorize by State identification certificates., is the only enterprice awarded more than ten
honours such as “quality control advanced enterprice” “China Famous Trademark", "National
Inspection-free Product", " China top ten famous clothing""International clothing exposition gold
award" ,and is widely praised by home and abroad market.
Mailyard Group annually produce 2 million pcs of suits, 4 million fashion sets,5 million clothing
products. Mailyard has owned the world-class technical equipments , qulity control system,
industry’s leading technical advantages and capcity for production design and
development.Mailyard Group has the longest process, the finest divison, the most strict
orgnization
and gain vice prisendent of China National Garment Association. After several
years of hard work, Mailyard’s production has exported to Eropean, North America, South Africa,
Russia, Australia etc..Mailyard Group specialize in producing for abroad customers, in the
meantime Mailyard has fulfilled from producing basement system to scale brand managment,
establish the network which integrate department stores, brand directly operated stores,
franchise stores and group customer-made purchasing. Mailyard Group. especially make
remarkble progress on brand salesment and stride towards to the large marketing stystem which
focus on the brand bulding.
13. Ayd Group
Ayd Group was founded in 1992, specializing in household goods circulation and relevant chain
store management, furniture manufacturing, real estate development, artwork investment, etc. It
has several subsidiaries such as Ayd Household Goods Company, Ayd Household Goods Chain
Store, Ayd Furniture Manufacturing Company, etc. At present the fixed asset reaches nearly CNY 8
billion with more than 4,000 employees.
Ayd Household Goods Chain Store is the pillar of Ayd Group. More than 20 mid-high-end
household goods chain stores have been open in 15 cities such as Tianjin, Chongqing, Guangzhou,
Wuhan, Hangzhou, etc. The total operation area exceeds 2 million square meters, contributing an
annual sales volume over CNY 10 billion. In recent years, the commercial real estate development
has become a new growth point for Ayd Group.
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14. Wuhan Iron and Steel Corp. Xingda Economic Development of WISCO Co. Ltd
Wuhan Iron and Steel Corp. Xingda Economic Development of WISCO Co. Ltd was originally a
wholly owned subsidiary of Wuhan Iron and Steel Corporation. In September 2005, the company
was transformed into a limited liability company with the registered capital of CNY 35 million. It
at present employs more than 3,000 people. It specializes in steel deep processing, maintenance
and building of rotating kiln, construction and installation engineering, mechanical installation,
metallurgical technical work, etc. It has the Grade 2 qualifications for metallurgy and
construction.
15. Hubei LHTC Anti-Counterfeiting Technology
Located in Wuhan Economic and Technological Development Zone, Hubei LHTC
Anti-Counterfeiting Technology Corp. Ltd. was established in March 2004. It specializes in
anti-counterfeiting technologies, R&D of packaging technologies and the manufacturing of
relevant products.
With the registered capital of CNY 60 million, it currently employs more than 700 people. The
company has anti-counterfeiting material production permission and has passed ISO9001-2000
international quality standard management authentication. The product series of Holographic
Highly Precise Registration independently developed by the company have own “Gold Prize of
National Hi-tech New Material for Cigarette Packaging” jointly awarded by China Tobacco Society
and China Association of Collectors”.
16. Wuhan Bridge Heavy Industries Group
Wuhan Bridge Heavy Industries Group Co. Ltd，formerly called Wuhan Bridge Machinery
Company Limited, has been a technical and managing unity that consists of product design,
product processing, product erection, construction engineering, inspection, service and
consultation. Its main products have covered the cranes for different working purposes,
auto-controlling devices, civil and industrial steel structures, train station steel structures and
other steel facilities.
There are more than 2000 employees, 30% of which are engineers and 58 engineers have entitled
senior technical titles. The Corporation consists of 12 subsidiaries .Such as Wuhan Heavy Industry
of CRWB, Wuhan Bridge Machinery Company of CRWB, Zhuhai Branch of CRWB, etc.
The company set up an integrated control system and had been granted “Certificate of ISO9001
Quality System” by China Import &Export Commodity Quality Certification Centre in 1998. In
2010, it has obtained the certificates of ISO14001 in environment management and OHSAS18001
in occupational health and safety.
17. Wuhan Tongji Modern Pharmaceutical Technology
Wuhan Tongji Modern Pharmaceutical Technology is a comprehensive pharmaceutical enterprise
reorganized by Mr. Li Yiwu, Wuhan Tongji Science and Technology Group, and China Gaoxin
Investment Group on the base of former Tongji Medical University Pharmaceutical Factory. Its
registered capital was CNY 47.5 million. In January, 2003, the company gained the GMP certificate.
At present it owns production lines of medicinal tea, capsules, tablets, granules, spraying agents,
etc. The company produces nearly 70 types of medicine. Among them, leading products are
oxaprozin enteric-coated tablets, compound calcium carbonate granules, insulin oral spray,
antidote tea, etc.
18. Wuhan Hankow Food Co. Ltd
Wuhan Hankow Food Co. Ltd. was founded in 1999, specializing in the production, sales, and R&D
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of non-fried instant noodles such as Hankow style noodle. The products have been exported to
Canada, America, Singapore, etc. and the export volume increased each year. In 2010, in addition
to the original Hankow style noodle, Hunan style noodle, Sichuan style noodle, breakfast noodle,
1933 classic noodle, etc. were developed. The production process and packaging of Hankow style
noodle has gained patents from State Intellectual Property Office of PRC. The company has also
obtained certificates such as QS national industrial product manufacture license, ISO9001-2008,
ISO22000-2005, Muslim certificate, imported and exported food hygiene certificate.
19. Wuhan Lovegod High-Level Dress and Adornments
Wuhan Lovegod High-Level Dress and Adornments Co. Ltd. Is a large private enterprise, which
specialize primarily in the manufacture of underwear, with the byproducts of other garments
related with science, industry and trading. Currently, there are about 1,600 employees in our
company, with 200 being technicians. We are equipped with more than 1000 sets of sewing
machines. The company has had the annually production capability of 10 million sets of apparels.
It has established business relationships in Germany with Tchibo, G. Gueldenpfennig, Jefferson, in
France with Vivarte, in Japan with SENSHUKAI, SYOKO, in New Zealand with Glacier, in Canada
with Ardene, Vayola, in U.S. with Target, JCpenny, Lucy, Jerry Leigh, in Austria with VOG including
the brands of Umbro, Puma, Disney, TCM, Crane, Port Louis, Camargue, Westside, Westfalia,
Double Speed, Shamp, Pocopiano, Xhilaration, Lucy. In September, 2004, the company won the
title of “Chinese Famous Brand” award. It has passed international certificates such as ISO9001,
ISO14001, OHSAS18001, eko-Tex Standard100, SA8000, etc.
20 Wuhan Yunyuan Real Estate Company
Wuhan Yunyuan Real Estate Company was founded on April 18th, 2008 in Wuhan Economic and
Technological Development Zone with the registered capital of CNY 10 million. It specializes in
comprehensive development of real estate, the sales, leasing and property management of
commercial housing, construction, house decoration, and information consultation on real estate.
The company now employs 30 people, among which 10 own intermediate and senior
professional titles.
21. Wuhan Houhu Industry and Trade Company
Wuhan Houhu Industry and Trade Company was established in January, 2008 with the registered
capital of CNY 5.9279 million. Located in the Wuhan Economic and Technological Development
Zone, the company specializes in the sales of construction materials, mechanical processing, labor
services, and property management.
22. Hubei Herunlian Investment management
Hubei Herunlian Investment Management Co., Ltd, founded in 2005, is a comprehensive
management of company. The company has 3000 staffs at present with the total asset of billions
of dollars, and provides a stable high-quality job of nearly a hundred every year. With more than
10 independent legal person units such as Hanyang hospital of Wuhan, College of Arts & Science
of Jianghan University, Wuhan New Light Source Technology Company and so on, the company is
scattered in Wuhan, Chengdu, Luoyang and areas such as Tibet, Inner Mongolia and Indonesia.
Among them, Wuhan New Light Source Technology Company cooperates with the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, enjoys five technical patents for electrodeless lamp. It is the only
production and research company in Hubei province possessing electrodeless lamps and LED of
independent intellectual property rights, accomplishing the industrialization of research findings.
23. Hubei Yuansheng Real Estate Group Co., Ltd
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Hubei Yuansheng Real Estate Group Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “the Company”) was
changed from the former name Hubei Yuansheng Real Estate Development Co., Ltd. on Nov. 21,
2007 with relevant approval and Yuansheng Real Estate Group (hereinafter referred to as “the
Group”) was established relying on the Company. The Group has the total registered capital of
RMB 200 Million Yuan and mainly engages in the business including real estate development,
construction, marketing, decoration, production & sales of building materials, export of labor
service, equipment leasing, landscaping, property management, tourism and leisure.
Since its foundation, the Group has successfully completed Xianning Zhongbai Shopping Mall and
Shangda Plaza; undertaken and participated in the development of Jinquanwan Community and
Xiangquan Huayuan etc. Among which, the residential community Xiangquan Huayuan, as one of
the representative projects, covering an area of 107.9mu, was awarded the Provincial Safety &
Excellent Project and the Provincial Excellent Quality Structure Project. Nowadays, the Group is
making efforts to the development of Jinxiu Xiangcheng, which locates at Wenquan Mabo Dadao,
Xianning City, with a total floor area 74,216m2 and covering an area of 120mu.
The Company will sincerely follow the management philosophy “coming from the society and
contributing to the society” and will impact & pay back to the society in our own way. For us,
quality is the root of the Company while integrity is the footstone. We can only realize the
win-win result by honestly dealing with the clients and respecting our employees, i.e. wining the
clients’ trust and the employees’ fidelity, in other words obtaining the wide market and realizing
the enterprise development. We are willing to cooperate and create a bright future with all
friends by virtue of our strong comprehensive capacity, rigorous consciousness of responsibility
and perfect service of customer orientation.
24. Chongyang Sante Juanshui River Tourism Development Co., Ltd.
Chongyang Sante Juanshui River Tourism Development Co., Ltd., a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Wuhan Sante Group, was registered in January 2010.
The Company has been committed to forging a hot spring health preservation and holiday resort
along Juanshui River of Chongyang County. Centering on the creed of “beautiful countryside and
beautiful Chongyang”, the Company has, with the aim of “health preservation and green ecology
of hot spring” and the theme of “LOHAS”, determined its general development pattern featuring
“1653”, including: 1) One health preservation and holiday resort (Langkou Hot Spring Health
Preservation and Holiday Resort); 2) Six recreational tourism areas (Juanshui River Feel Drifting
Belt, Hongxia Osmanthus Forest Farm Ecological Park, Yanziya Hilltop Sightseeing Park, Langkou
Wetland Park, Maojing Ancient Village Cultural and Recreational Area, and Lengjia-Baiyuntan
Country Sports Recreational Area); 3) Five bases (Maojing Organic Agriculture Base, Yushan
Mountain Animal Husbandry Base, Qingshan Reservoir and Nanlin Village Ecological Aquatic Base,
10,000mu Fruit Base, and Mineral Water Base of Chongyang Baiquan Geopark), and; 4) Three
coordinated development projects (Jinsha “Highland Lake” Summer Resort, Dashi “Taoyuan
Water Exploration” Recreational Area, and Nanlin Village “Heaven-sent Cold Spring” Countryside
Recreational Area).
Under cordial cares from leaders of government and Sante Group, as well as the concerted efforts
of the Company, Pastoral Song-Langkou Hot Spring Club was inaugurated successively on
September 8, 2012. As the first hotel for the “Pastoral Song” brand of Sante Group, Langkou Hot
Spring Club has won favorable comments for its creative hot spring hotel model and excellent
services. So far, it has received distinguished guests for several high-grade activities. Currently,
other related projects, such as ecological farm, forest hot spring, cableway, HOHAS extreme
sports, hot spring small town, and Juanshui river course tour, are under intensified construction.
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25. Yangloudong Tea Co., Ltd.
With multiple brands and diversified development, Yangloudong Tea Co., Ltd. has been a tea
industrial group integrating the R&D, production, processing and sales of tea products, operation
of tea house, tea cultural industry, and tea ecological tourism. Founded in 1951, the Company has
its headquarters in Chibi City, Hubei Province. It was originated from the State-owned
Yangloudong Songfeng Tea Factory of China Tea Corporation, which, as one of the three major tea
factories in China, was transformed into a public-private partnership in 1956.
Tea has been planted in Yangloudong since the years of Zhenguan (627 A.D.-649 A.D.) of Tang
Dynasty. Known as one of the earliest production areas of tea in Hubei Province, Yangloudong has
been famed for its “tea plantation stretching for 50km” and acknowledged as one of the origins
for the “Ancient Tea Route”. Today, the Company owns 10,000mu of tea production bases with
independent operation and joint operation, which radiate Chibi City, Xiangyang City, and Gucheng
City of Hubei Province, and Anxi City of Fujian Province. The Company has four leading brands
include “Yangloudong Old Oolong Tea”, “Yangloudong Songfeng Green Tea”, “Chibi Black Tea”, and
“Chibi Oolong Tea”.
Over the years, the Company has, while adhering to the operation philosophy of “inheriting tea
classics, promoting tea culture, and forging tea brands”, rapidly expanded its market share across
China. So far, the Company has opened several Yangloudong brand flagship stores and tea houses
in Chibi City and Wuhan City of Hubei Provicne, Handan City of Hebei City, Beijing and others.
Current, its brand flagship stores in Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen are under preparation. In
future, with a nationwide sales network, the Company will promote its brand name and expand
its market share step by step.
26. Shanhu Hot Spring
Located at Sanhu Lianjiang Scenic Area and Niutou Hill Scenic Area of Jiayu County, Hubei
Province, Shanhu Hot Spring Tourism Area is about 2km away from the county seat of Jiayu, 80km
away from downtown Wuhan to its north, 25km away from the Three Kingdoms Ancient Chibi
Scenic Area to its south, 28km away from Chung Shan Warship Patriotism Education
Demonstration Base to its east, and separated from Jingzhou Honghu Ecological Park by a river to
its west. In its peripheral area, there are several historical relics and scenic spots including:
Lvmeng Town Relics, Temple for the King of Wu, Arrow Fetching Place for Zhuge Kongming, and
Tomb of Lu Su’s Wife for the period of Three Kingdoms; Yue Fei Pavilion and Yandun Pavilion of
Southern Song Dynasty; cultural scenic spots featuring the poem of Du Mu of Tang Dynasty;
Paizhou Bay, the No. 1 bay of Yangtze River; Modern Golden Town; Celestial Caves, and; No. 8
Team of Guanqiao Village, the No. 1 village team in China.
Covering total land area of 2,400mu, this tourism area attracts total investment of RMB 600
million Yuan. Its Phase-1 project covers land area of 400mu; its water surface covers the area of
22,000mu; its forest park covers land area of 4,600mu. Besides, the architectures in this scenic
area cover total building area of more than 30,000m2 with total investment of RMB 200 million
Yuan.
Integrating six major functions, this tourism area serves as a hot spring theme park of new
generation. Its functional areas include: Hot spring area (hot spring club, hotel and villa); real
estate area (apartment, garden house and villa); lake recreational area (water plane and yacht);
land recreational area (golf, tennis court and outward bound); Buddhist cultural area (Nanru
Temple and Leigong Pavilion), and; agricultural sightseeing area (husbandry, farm household food,
and local specialties).
Committed to the operation concept of “health”, this tourism area, which integrates the
diversified functions of “catering, lodging, entertainment, rehabilitation, and health preservation”,
is able to considerate and individualized services, thus bringing superior enjoyment to all guests
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and forging itself into an ideal place for health preservation, recreation, entertainment, catering,
and business meeting.
27. Xianning Xing’an Security Group Co., Ltd.
Xianning Xing’an Security Group Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “the Company”) is an
enterprise integrating security service, vocational training for security, property management,
hotel management and business & trade into one. Mr. Chen Nengxin – the Company founder, is a
deputy to the 4th National People’s Congress (NPC).
Xing’an Security Service Co., Ltd., one of the core enterprises of the Company, is a specialized
security service company established with the approval of Hubei Provincial Public Security
Department, a member of China Security Association and the executive member of Hubei
Province Security Association. Now, it is directly under the supervision of Security Patrol Police
Detachment of the Municipal Public Security Bureau. In 2008, Xing’an Security Service Co., Ltd.
passed ISO9001 international quality system certification and had more than 1,000 security
employees and 600 clients.
The hotel building is classic and elegant. It is provided with the standard conference room
applicable for various conferences, meetings and large banquets and the multi-function hall with
complete functions, as well as 62 rooms such as standard room, business room and deluxe suite,
available for meeting and dining of 700 persons at the same time.
Major business scope regarding property includes: property management, moving service,
landscaping works, building cleaning and lease of flowers & trees etc. Xing’an Property
Occupational Training School is available for running and will mainly undertake the vocational
training of junior and semi-senior security officers.
Xingyu Business & Trade Company is an agent of wind industry and mainly has the following
powers of agency, i.e. general agency of Rice Flower in Xianning City, general agency of Moutai
Cordyceps Sinensis in Hubei Province, general agency of France Hennessy Red Wine in Hubei
Province, general agency of Hutuxian Wine in Xianning City, general agency of Xinghuacun in
Xianning City, and general agency of Budweiser Beer in Xianning City etc.
28. Hubei Jinghua Textile Group Co., Ltd
Hubei Jinghua Textile Group Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “the Company”), located at
Xianning City Hubei Province – known as the hometown of ramie, is a leading bast fibre
manufacturing enterprise engaged in the integrated business of opening, spinning, weaving,
dyeing and finishing by using ramie, linen and cotton as the major raw materials, for the mixed
development of various fibers. The Company was founded in 1978 and reformed into a private
enterprise in 2000. At the end of 2005, the group was established with four holding subsidiaries
i.e. Jinghua Textile, Jingya Bast Fiber, Tianyuan Textile and Jingjia Textile, with the total asset of
RMB 650 MILLION YUAN.
Nowadays, the Company has 2,500 employees and owns 80,000 linen/ cotton blends, 15,000 long
and short linen fabrics, 20,000 long ramie fabrics and 300 sets of looms. The Company mainly
produces more than 100 varieties ten series of products, including degummed ramie, opening
ramie, pure ramie yarn, ramie blended yarn, linen blended yarn, pure linen yarn, pure bamboo
fiber yarn, rotor-spinning cotton/ linen yarn, pure linen fabric, cotton/ linen blended fabric, and
bamboo fiber cloth etc., with the annual consumption of 16,000t ramie and the production of
15,000t yarns and 8 million meters of fabrics. In 2012, the Company obtained the sales revenue
790 million Yuan, profits 86 million Yuan and earning foreign exchange through exports USD30
million dollars, all amongst TOP3 in the national bast fibre spinning industry.
Furthermore, the Company has passed ISO 9001: 2000 QMS certification, ISO 14001: 2004 EMS
certification and OHSAS18001: 1999 OHSMS certification. The brand “Bailian” is named as China
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Famous Trademark and the series ramie/ cotton blended yarn is recognized as “Famous Brands in
Hubei Province”. In addition, high-count knotless ramie worsted yarn was awarded with Excellent
Project Prize in China Spark Plan Achievement Exhibition, Northeast Asia Hi-Tech Expo in 2005.
The Company successively wins the prizes such as Quality Trustworthy Import & Export Enterprise
in China, Pacesetter Enterprise in Industry Sector in China, Top Ten Enterprises in National Bast
Fibre Manufacturing Industry, as well as Contract-Honoring and Faith-Keeping Enterprise, Top 100
Tax-Paying Enterprises, AAA Credit Enterprise and Excellent leading Enterprise of Agricultural
Industrialization in Hubei Province.
29. Jia Yu Ke Ma
Our company has 700 staff and 620 imported sewing equipments, with annual production of 3
million working suits. The plant area covers 9,000 square meters. We achieved production sales
of 80 million yuan in 2012 with annual tax of 3 million yuan.
The main products of our company includes almost 30 varieties: doctor robes, two-piece outfits,
coveralls, fire-prevention work clothes, uniforms, suits, jeans and cotton-padded clothes. Our
products also export to the middle-east (Saudi Arabia, UAE and Oman), Europe (Germany, UK,
France, Spain, Belgium and Russia), Canada and Hongkong and other ten countries and regions.
Staff in our company enjoy stable income of 2,400 yuan. Our technicians boast abundant
experience and our products receive good reputation.
We also have stable facilitated manufacture factory that is capable to deal with orders with good
production quality.
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